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Create more safe 
• • • pass1ng opportun1t1es 

What is the problem? 

One of the greatest frustrations that people have 

on the roads is fee li ng held up by slow vehicles 

ahead of them. M Members rate tailgating, 

people speed ing up at passing lanes, and slow 

drivers among their biggest annoyances. People 

also get very concerned when they see another 

driver making a risky overtaking manoeuvre. 

What the AA wants: 

TheM wants authorities to implement a national 

passing and overtaking strategy to guide the 

development of more safe passing opportunities and 

places where slower vehicles can let others pass. These 

engineering improvements shou ld be complemented 

with education about keeping left, being aware that 

others may want to pass, and safer driver behaviour 

when overtaki ng and merging. Bu ilding new passing 

lanes can be expensive, but improving existing ones 

and creating slow veh icle bays is more affordable, as 

are signage and education campaigns. Surveys show 

84% of M Members want a 1 Okm/h enforcement 

tolerance reta ined on passing lanes. 

What impact would it have? 

More opportunities to pass safely would reduce 

frustration on the roads and make travel 

safer and more enjoyable for people . Th is is 

particularly true of roads with a mix oftraffic 

including freight, locals and visiting drivers. 

Some people argue that passing lanes have a negligible 

benefit on travel t ime and create risks by encouraging 

greater speed differentials in passing areas and unsafe 

merging at the end of a passing lane. TheM bel ieves 

these issues can be sensibly managed with careful 

decision-making about the places and length of passing 

lanes and more use of slow vehicle bays. We bel ieve 

more passing areas wil l reduce incidents of unsafe 

passing in inappropriate places by frustrated motorists. 

What is the AA doing to help? 

TheM contributes as a key consultation partner at a 

national and local level when authorities are reviewing 

road improvements and speed limits. 

AA Election Calls 
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Lift the safety standard 
of regional roads 

What is the problem? 

About 39% of New Zea land's State Highway network 

has a 2-star safety rating as assessed by KiwiRAP (NZ 

Road Assessment Programme). From 2011-15 there 

were 1,652 serious injuries and deaths on these 2-star 

roads. 

What the AA wants: 

The AA wants authorities to commit to further 

upgrades to lift the standard of key roads that have 

poor safety ratings. The AA wants 150km of 2-star 

nationa l and regional roads to be li fted to 3-star 

(Kiwi RAP standards) every year. We also want another 

$100 mi llion invested each year into low-cost safety 

improvements on lower volume regional roads. Raising 

the standard of our roads is one of the most effective 

ways of improving road safety, and has strong publ ic 

AA Election Calls 

support with 85% of AA Members saying they think 

about road safety a lot or sometimes. 

What impact would it have? 

Lifting a road from 2-star to 3-star standard has been 

shown to have one of the biggest impacts on safety, 

more than halving the rate of injury crashes. 

What is the AA doing to help? 

More than 10 years ago, the AA led the introduction 

of Kiwi RAP into New Zealand to better understand 

how a road's design ca n affect safety. We cont inue 

to be actively involved in Kiwi RAP work, highl ighting 

potential safety improvements and talking with road ing 

authorities th roughout New Zealand when changes are 

made to roads. 
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Install more red light 
cameras in our cities 

What is the problem? 

More than 300 people are injured and two ki lled each 

year from crashes caused by running a red light. 

There is widespread public concern for personal and 

collective safety, and anger that red light-running 

is becoming more brazen, and offenders going 

undetected and unpunished . Over 75o/o of M Members 

say they witness red light running at least once a 

week, while 17o/o say they see it every t ime they travel. 

Consequently, 89o/o support or strongly support more 

red light cameras. 

A 2013 government study indicated that 26 to 30 

red light cameras could be installed at high-risk 

intersections throughout New Zealand, but it on ly 

resulted in three new cameras (two in Auckland, one 

in Wellington). Auckland Transport is now preparing to 

insta ll six more cameras (with plans for a further nine}, 

but nothing is happening in the rest of the country. 

AA Election Calls 

What the AA wants: 

TheM wants 10-15 red light cameras installed at high

risk intersections in main centres outside of Auckland . 

What impact would it have? 

Research has found that red light camera sites 

experience a 43o/o reduction in red light ru nning and 

69o/o fewer crashes. Red light cameras are considered 

to deliver $8 of benefit for every $1 invested. 

What is the AA doing to help? 

TheM has surveyed its Members nationally to help 

demonstrate the depth of public support for action 

on red light running. TheM played a key support 

role in the successful red light camera discussions in 

Auckland, by engaging closely with officials and the 

media to make the survey results known. 
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Create a congestion 
reduction taskforce 

What is the problem? 

Transport infrastructure is struggling in areas of 

rapid growth, and traffic congestion is the number 

one concern for Auckland AA Members in particular. 

Congestion is eroding productivity and quality of life 

in our biggest city, and the widespread public view is 

that transport officials are not doing nearly enough. 

What the AA wants: 

The AA wants a specific un it established in Auckland 

to set congestion targets, monitor and report on 

performance aga inst them. It would also lead a 

programme of smal ler-scale projects to help ease 

congestion pressure, particu larly as we wait for 

major initiatives like the Northwestern Busway to be 

comp leted . This wou ld create a blueprint for other 

cities and congestion hot spots further ahead. 

What impact would it have? 

The unit wou ld result in a more effective, innovative 

programme to identify the projects that wil l deliver the 

greatest congestion benefits. It wou ld drive greater 

accountability at the polit ica l level and a more informed 

public debate about how to manage congestion. 

What is the AA doing to help? 

The AA has developed a tool to monitor congestion 

trends in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch, 

based on travel time information gathered 

by Google. The AA is using this information to 

help people better understand the causes and 

effects of congestion, and the steps they can 

take to minimise its impact on their lives. 

AA Election Calls 
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Advertise clear vehicle 
safety information 
for car buyers 

What is the problem? 

Many people stil l do not know that vehicles can vary a 

lot in terms of safety equipment and design. Although 

ACC uses the safety rating of a vehicle when ca lculating 

levies, motor vehicle traders and vehicle rental 

companies are sti ll not required to inform consumers 

about a vehicle's safety rating at the point of sale, and 

so safety is often overlooked. However, when directly 

AA Election Calls 

asked if they would pay more for a safer vehicle, 91% 

of AA Members say they would . 

What the AA wants: 

The AA wants to give people the opportunity to 

consider a vehicle's safety features when purchasing or 

hiring a vehicle, which means safety information needs 

to be clearly provided at the po int of sale. It should be 

simple and easy for consumers to compare the safety 

levels of different vehicles. As part of this it will be 

important to improve the consistency in safety ratings 

between new and used vehic les. 

What impact would it have? 

People in a crash in a 3-star ANCAP rated vehicle are 

twice as likely to die as those in a 5-star AN CAP rated 

vehicle. Reducing the proportion of 1 to 3-star vehicles 

on our roads would mean less deaths and serious 

injuries from crashes. More prominent ratings may 

lead to increased scrappage of low-rated veh icles. A 

vehicle's age and price does not always correspond 

with its safety rating. There are older vehicles available 

with good safety features that people might choose 

instead of a less safe vehicle if they were better 

informed. 

What is the AA doing to help? 

The AA plays a key role in public education about 

vehicle safety. As a leading partner in ANCAP (the 

Australasian New Car Assessment Programme) the AA 

regularly publishes new car safety ratings in the media 

and promotes Used Car Safety Ratings produced by 

Monash University. 
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AA and the AA logo are registered 

trademarks and the colour combination 

YELLOW and BLACK is a trademark 

ofThe New Zealand Automobile 

Association Incorporated. 
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Road Safety Action Plan Report 2017 /18 
Tauranga City and Western Bay of Plenty 

Period: May 2017 to July 2017 

Safer journey Vision: A safe road system increasingly f ree of death and serious injury 
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Travel Safe Principles (Based on Ottawa Charter) http://www.who.int/healthpromotion/conferences/previous/ottawa/en/indexl .html 
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• Listening to communities 
• Keeping it simple and flexible 
• Developing community ownership at the beginning 
• Strengthening community action 
• Developing personal skills 
• Creating supportive environments 
• Supporting building healthy public policy 
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http://www.facebook.com/TraveiSafeBOP 
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Safe System 

Safe road user 

Safe road user 

Safe road user 

Reducing alcohol/ drug impaired driving CSI 2020 High Concern) 
National success indicators: A reduction in the number of local drivers with excess alcohol killed or seriously 
injured . An increase in the percentage of the community who believe that there is a high probability of being 

stoooed and breath tested or impairment tested . 

Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring 

and Evaluation 
Act ivity 1 To reduce serious crashes Travel Safe Attached Annual monitoring 
Bill board and med ia reported to a maximum of ten operations through crash register 
campaigns less. Deliver a robust media and calendar and NZTA local issues 

billboard campaign focused on data. Licensed 
local offender rates . Licensed premises. 
premises update permanent 
poster boards . 

Activi ty 4 Deliver ten one-day courses for Ngati Kahu Attached Event survey and Court 
Recidivist driver court referred recidivist driving Travel Safe operations records for 
programme offenders and one ten weeks Probation calendar reoffending . 

longer course . Reduce the NZ Police 12 courses . Three 
number of repeat offenders by two-hour programmes 
80%. for at risk. 

Activity 5 To del ive r a regional motivation Travel Safe Attached Regular school reports 
Young people I planning workshop and assist NZ Police operations I updates (see 
Alcohol I drugs all eight local secondary schools Re SADD calendar Secondary school 

throughout the year. travel planning 
integration) 

Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 

Reporting 

Ngati Kahu delivering a 
successful programme 
with short course and 
long course. Travel 
Safe updating 
resources for 
programme. 
Completed Young 
Driver programme July 
2017. Very interactive 
and well received with 
25- 30 attending with 
mentors. 

2j Page 
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Safe System 

Safer speeds 
and user 

Safer speeds 
and user 

Safer Journeys Safe Speeds (SI2020 High Concern) 
National success indicators: Reduction in the number of speed related fatal and serious crashes. 

An increase in the percentage of the community who believe that there is a high probability of being stopped if 
they speed . 

Changed attitudes in regard to "It's OK to speed." A reduction in the mean of all vehicle speeds . A reduction in 
the number of drivers exceedino oosted soeed limits. 

Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring 

Reporting 
and Evaluation 

Activity 1 To manage four campaigns Travel Safe Start of Annual monitoring Back to school 
Back to School to raise awareness of vehicle NZ Police school through crash campaign with 

speeds and driver behaviour terms. register. follow up through 
past schools and buses. Travel Safe school 
Through pre and post action plans for term 
campaign observation a 5% 1 ,2 , and currently 
improvement will be realised. term 3. Calendar of 

events for 201 7 fully 
in progress. 

Activity 2 To reduce the reported speed NZ Police Attached Annual monitoring Speed feature 

"Is your Speed Safe" related crashes across the NSC operations through crash followed up through 

(Mixed Media districts by 5%, through Travel Safe calendar register and NZTA 
workshops . 

Campaigns) awareness and enforcement local issues data. 
campaigns emphasising drive 
to the conditions, driver 
distraction and tolerance. 
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Safe System 

Safer speeds 

and user 

Safer speeds 
and user 

Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs I Responsibility 

Activity 3 
Speed 

devise 

To update speed indicator NZ Police 
indicator I device and use in areas to HRR I Travel 

raise awareness to reduce Safe 

speed . Travel Safe 

Activity 4 To reduce the incidence of 
SH29, SH 2, SH winter speed related crashes 
2/33 . Te Puke -3 on our worst performing 
Mile Hill. Winter local highways SH29, 
Enforcement Plan SH2/33 Te Puke- 3 Mile hill 

and SH2 North maintaining 
downward trend . 

NZ Police 
NSC- NZTA 
Travel safe 

Safe roads and I Activity 5 
roadside Neighbourhood 

To establish contacts and 
support through Community 
Centre groups and 
workplaces with Travel Safe 
initiatives as integrated 
approach. 

Travel Safe. 
Local 
Communities, 

Schools/presc 
hools 
Workplaces 
DHB 

Travel safe 

Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 

To increase car safety 
awareness in local 
communities. 

BOPRC 

Dates 

Attached 
operations 
calendar 

july- Aug 
NZ Police

April-May
june 
NSC 
NZTA 

Travel Safe 

Ongoing 

Activity Monitoring 
and Evaluation 

Eight campaigns 
managed and speed 

reductions recorded 
pre and post 
campaign . 
Use of speed trailer 
in at risk areas. 

Speed integrated 
into NSC 
programme. 

Police report 
Integrated into Rural 
Road Risk NZTA 

programme 

As per NZT A L TTP 

TCC and WBOPDC 
focuses. 

Travel Safe 
community 
development 
integrated approach. 
Two Community Pit 
Stops in partnership 
with BOPRC. 

Reporting 

Speed trailer still to 
be updated and 
revamped by TTOC. 
Still in progress . 

Travel Safe supports 
police with 
resources fo r 
campaigns . 

Pitstops completed 
for May, june , 
August in 
partnership with 
BOPRC x 3. 
Community 
messages about 
speed - Tertiary 
students in twirl 
training 

41 Page 
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Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring Reporting and Evaluation 

Safer speeds Activity 6 To deliver ongoing NZ Police Attached Annual monitoring 
Police activity enforcement focusing on operations through safety 

speed (fatal five) across all calendar reports, local data 
local network safety Police and crash register 
coordination routes (high risk and NZT A local 

rural roads) and local focus issues data. 
on cycle helmets and noisy 
vehicles. 
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Winter Pit Stop- Thanks to Bay of Plenty Regional Council 

6I Page 
Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 
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Safe System 

Safe road user 

Safe road user 

Safe road user 

Safe roads and roadsides (SI 2020 High Concern)- Urban Intersections 
National success indicator: A reduction in the number of fatal and serious head on, intersection and run-off road 

crashes . 

Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring 

Reporting 
and Evaluation 

Activity 1 To manage SJ 2020 initiatives Trave l Safe Attached Annual monitoring 
Urban I rural to enable a reduction from Driver trainers operations through MOT report, 
intersections the reported crashes across NZ Police calendar local data and crash 

the districts to a maximum of ACC register and NZTA 
ten less. Ongoing education local issue data. 
and awareness of local high Support given to 
risk intersections- mixed Age Concern. 
media campaiqns. 

Activity 2 To manage a reduction in NZ Police Attached Annual monitoring 
Red Light intersection related crashes Travel Safe operations through CAS and 
Enforcement through two enforcement calendar NZTA local issues 
campaign. campaigns aimed at a data. 
Urban intersections. reduction of intersection Supported education 

related crashes by 5% over through media 
the last five years. sources. 
Supported in education by 
integrated Travel Safe 
approach. 

Activity 3 To further develop a high risk NZ Police Attached Annual monitoring Local billboards have 
High risk rural rural road multimedia NZTA operations through safety been changed by 
roads . campaign (billboard, radio Travel Safe calendar reports, local data BOPRC Locally Be 

and print media) across this and crash register Safe , Be Seen , Be 
highway campaign with a and NZT A local bright focus . 
focus on high risk rural roads issues data. 
and intersections (note- Summer messages 
these campaigns have /winter messages. 
independent activity and Media to 
action plans). appropriate 

settings. 
New messages 
developed 201 5-18. 
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Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring Reporting and Evaluation 

Safe vehicle Activity 4 To manage Drive to NZTA June, Ju ly, Aligning to Pitstop x 3 in 
Drive to Conditions Cond itions pilot on the Travel Safe August Transport Agency Tauranga currently 

ground campaign with local BOPRC programme in planning . 
radio station and garages to Local mechanic alongside police Driver refresher Sx 
integrate NZTA TWIRL (tertiary) partnership and programmes 
campaign to encourage safer media follow up. completed 
vehicles and owners upskilled Feedback from Carfit 2017 
into what makes a vehicle community taking completed x 5 areas 
safer. part in pilot. As across TCC/WBOPDC 

above Pit Stops at 
three locations . 

Safe roads and Activity 5 Manage all minor safety NZTA See Annual monitoring 
roadsides Safety Engineering retrofit construction projects TCC attached through council and 

activity in accordance with the WBOPDC schedule 
NZTA reports , local attached engineering of works 

schedule. data and crash 
register and NZTA 
local issues data. 

---- --------------

8I Page 
Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 
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Safe System 

Safe roads and 
roadsides 

Safe roads and roadsides (SJ 2020 High Concern)- Driver Distraction - Emerging Issue 
National success indicator: A reduction is the number of fatal and serious head on, and run-off road, crashes, 

creatina a distraction . 

Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring 

and Evaluation 
Activity 1 To raise awareness of Police Aug- Sept Annual Monitoring 
Distraction related distracti on as a major cause Travel Safe through data and 
crashes of seri ous and fatal crashes crash stats. 

and reduce these incidences 
by raising awareness of what 
specific distractions 
contribute to these statistics. 

- -- ------- - - - - -- - - - ----

Reporting 
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Increasing the safety of motorcycling CSI 2020 High Concern> 
National success indicator: Reduction in the number of motorcyclists k illed and serious ly injured . 

Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring 

Reporting 
and Evaluation 

Safe road user Activity 1 To reduce the reported ACC March Annual monitoring Initial database set 
Motorcycl ist training serious crashes in Tauranga Motorcycle July through MOT report , up to promote 
workshops city to less less than through Trainer local data and crash workshops through 

delivery of two regional register and NZTA motorcycle shops . 
training courses for local issues data. 
motorcycles plus two training 
courses for scooters. 

Safe road user Activity 2 To reduce the reported ACC Attached Annual monitoring 
Mixed media serious crashes in Tauranga operations through MOT report, 
campaigns City to 5 less through calendar. local data and crash 

delivery of a mixed media register and NZTA 
campaign. local issues data. 

Safe road user Activity 3 To improve the safety of NZ Police Attached Annual monitoring Planning a resource 
Motorcycle motorcycling through ACC? (main operations through MOT report, for police . Looking 
Enforcement motorcycle speed deliverers) calendar local data and eras h at regional approach 

enforcement. Specifically Travel Safe Sept register and NZTA 
focusing on the under 24 age Nov local issues data. 
group and 'born again riders' Supported through 
to further reduce the Travel Safe 
incidence of speed related integrated approach 
motorcycle crashes. in secondary school 

travel plan with 
scooter users . 

Safe road user Activity 4 To improve scooter safety in Travel Safe Term 1 Evaluation and 
Scooter and safety young people travelling to Motorcycle I annually report based on 
for secondary and from school and tertiary. Scooter programme at local 
schools instructor secondary schools 

with piloting 
workshop. Linked 
to Travel Safe 
Secondary school 
travel plan. 

-----·---- --------- ·-

10 I Page 
Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 
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Increasing the safetv of young drivers <High Concern) 
National success indicator: reduct ion in the number of 1 5-24 year olds k illed or hospitalised and an increased 

robabilitv awareness of enforcement measures . 

Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates 
Activity Monitoring 

Reporting 
and Evaluation 

Safe road user Activity 1 Conduct a campaign focused Travel Safe Attached Annual monitoring Young Driver 
New drivers on reducing the number of NZ Police operations through MOT report, Workshop in 

new drivers crashing by 1 0. Driver trainers calendar local data and crash planning stage to be 
Campaign to involve ACC Feb 2017 register and NZTA more activity 
promotional materials to local issue data. focussed. Looking 
encourage safer driving and (Linked to Secondary to support Bluelight 
license progression through school travel plans) . mentoring 
the GDLS.(Graduated Licence programme . 
system) e.q. Practice 

Safe road user Activity 2 To raise the awareness of NZ Police Feb 201 7 Annual monitoring 
Anti-social drivers by young drivers inexperience Travel Safe Oct 2016 through MOT report, 
youth campaign and and risk taking mentality (SJ local data and crash 
Youth vehicle check. 2020 page 34) through an register and NZTA 

enforcement GDLS campaign local issue data. 
focusing on driving Supported by 
restrictions and to encourage education in and 
drivers to progress through around secondary I 
the licence system. To tertiary institutions . 
manage the safety of youth 
vehicles through one vehicle 
check campaign. 

Safe road user Activity 3 To develop and deliver a BOPRC Attached Annual monitoring 
Regional mixed comprehensive advertising operations through crash 
media campaign. campaign integrated and calendar register and NZTA 

managed alongside the local issues data. 
districts youth activities. 
This will assist the district in 
achieving their stated 
outcomes for youth . 
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Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates Activity Monitoring Reporting and Evaluation 
Safe road user Activity 4 To develop an integrated Travel Safe Ongoing Annual monitoring Young Driver 

Young driver Travel Safe programme, Schools through crash programme to be 
billboard and media Police register and NZTA developed for July. 
campaigns for youth driver Workplaces portals and Feedback from 
behaviour. Workplace BOPDHB alignment. recent secondary 
settings and begin to pilot as BOPRC One radio advert student workshop 
part of secondary school (see Secondary invaluable . Student 
travel plan and integrated school travel plans - contact established . 
package in alignment with student 
NZTA. involvement) 

Safe road user Activity 5 To deliver a regional and Blue Light Attached Pre and post survey Supporting Te 
Young Driver local year ll school students Travel Safe operations of up to 3,000 Aranui trust to 
Programme and parent/caregivers a NZ Police calendar students. develop this going 

comprehensive demonstrated Key Linking it to forward planning in 
Young Driver Programme. stakeholders secondary school place for June. 

BOPRC travel plan follow 

12 I Page 
Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 
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Safe pedestrian (SI Medium Concern> (High Concern> 
National success indicator: A reduction in the number of fatal and serious crashes involving pedestrians. 

Activity Monitoring I 

Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates and Evaluation Reporting ' 

Safe road user Activity 1 To improve safety at our local Local schools Attached Selected site surveys Transport Agency 
Road safety school schools and the wider and preschool operations and ongoing http:/ /www.nzta.gov 
travel plans (primary community through institutions calendar management t . nz/resou rces/safer 
I intermediate, addressing safety concerns in Travel Safe template for each -journeys-for-
secondary) regard to school I community Police plan. schools/doc/safer-

generated road traffic Engineers Annual workshop journeys-for 
dangers . To manage and Ruben RSB evaluations. schools . pdf. 
maintain the current 20 plans Puppet Vision School Action plans 
and develop a further four are all in progress 
identified. To maintain the aligned to Safer 
current KOF (Kids on Feet) journeys for 2 01 7 
buses and develop five outcomes with 
additional. To continue to Travel Safe 
set up pilots at intermediate programmes and 
schools. Begin a pilot at Travel Safe Calendar 
secondary schools that aligns of Event. 
with NZTA national education 
qroup. 

Safe road user Activity 2 We aim to keep decreasing Travel Safe Attached Pre and post Kids On Feet buses 
Road Safety fatal and serious injuries by Local schools operations evaluations. in action. New 
Kids on Feet 5%. We will improve the and preschool calendar Workshop and buses set up as 
Caterpillar Feet levels of travel to school institutions parent evening, required . Students 

safety throughout our Local public submissions . promote walking 
communities by developing communities and cycling. 
and maintaining current 
activities, survey and identify 
issued that will impede safe 
travel options and remediate 
aqainst these. 

14 I Page 
Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 
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Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates Activity Monitoring Reporting and Evaluation 
Safe road user Activity 3 To support and inform Travel Safe Attached Student and school Travel Safe senior 

Travel Smart I Safe children and youth in regard Local Schools operations surveys evaluations student secondary 
Senior Students (all to safe walking, cycling and NZTA calendar and workshop. students set up. 54 
levels) bus use . By educat ing and BOPRC Orange day parade . students attended 

empowering youth with Bikewise secondary student 
critical safe methods they will workshop. Primary 
then mentor their peers in intermediate student 
these safe practices . groups in action 
Maintain the current 17 with workshop in 
school programmes and May. 
develop and additional five . 
To set up groups at 
intermediate schools and 
begin pilot at secondary 
school . 

Safe road user Activity 4 We aim to enhance the safe Local Schools Attached Selected site surveys 201 7 Term 2 
Knowing our Rules travel practises of vehicles Local operations and maintain an programme 

around schools and in communities calendar ongoing underway. Looking 
particular parents delivering Travel Safe management to keep a positive 
and collecting pupils. Police template for each focus so pro-active 
To increase and educate road Council plan. Annual approach aligns to 
users in safe travel. Engineers workshop school procedures 
To audit and remediate any Parking evaluations . Term One completed 
identified engineering site Officers ten programmes 
deficiencies . Term One linked to 
To work alongside school travel plans . 
enforcement with "Outside 
the school gate" campaigns. 
Deliver minimum of 60 
events over the year. 
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Safe System 

Safe road user 

Safe Road User 

Local Activities 

Activity 5 
Secondary school 

Activity 6 
Share with Care 
(Footpath) (shared 
pathways) 

Travel Safe Action Plan 2017-18 

Activity Objective I Outputs 

To improve safety at local 
secondary schools and wider 
community through 
addressing safety concerns in 
regard to School I 
community I young road 
user. To begin a pilot at 
secondary school which 
aligns with the NZTA model 
and using community 
development and students 
develop models for Travel 
Safe behaviour change. 
Involve students in road 
safety messages that reach 
wider community. 

To improve the safety of 
pedestrians on pathways as 
more modes of transport are 
using the shared pathways . 

Responsibility 

Local 
secondary 
schools 
Travel Safe 
PEO's 
Engineers 
Local 
communities 
BOPRC 

Travel Safe 
All 
communities 

Dates 

Attached 
operations 
calendar 

Activity Monitoring 
and Evaluation 

Selected site surveys 
and ongoing 
management with 
template developed 
alongside 
community . 
Workshops and 
evaluations 

Media advertising 
and community 
programmes 

Reporting 

Secondary studen t 
workshop completed 
with 54 students 
across the schools . 
See photos . Very 
successful 
workshop. 

On going campaigns 
and Ride Leader 
groups very pro
active. NZTA and 
Cycling NZ met with 
a Ride Leader group 
and have made a 
video to use 
national I • . 

16 I Page 
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Safe System Local Activities Activity Objective I Outputs Responsibility Dates Activity Monitoring Reporting and Evaluation 
Safe Road User Activity 7 To improve carpark safety for Travel Safe Select carparks that 

Safe Pedestrian pedestrians in local car parks ACC? have injuries . 
and highlight the hazards to 
prevent further injuries. 
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